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EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
How [COMPANY] can benefit from PR Submitter

Any business can benefit from the potential media coverage generated from a well written press release. An article or an editorial reference about your new product or announcement in a prominent publication will definitely assist your business in achieving its objectives. It's no secret; press releases have proved to be one of the most powerful ways of advertising.

By utilizing our news distribution service, your press releases will be sent directly to thousands of important members of the media community including editors, broadcasters, press journalists and freelancers. With Envision's PR Submitter service, you can now reach over 240,000 subscribing journalists & business professionals in more than 70 countries! Via our web site, you can also send your press release to a targeted industry base by utilizing our targeting tool. 

You Want to Get FREE Publicity?
Simple. Tell the media! People from the media are always hungry for good stories. And a small mention of your company can send your sales booming instantly. There is almost no better way to invest your marketing money than by taking advantage of the broad market reach of the media.

This technique has been used by the largest fortune 500 companies for years. They have personnel who do nothing but work at getting the coveted "press mention". Now it's available to businesses of all sizes - at an affordable price. If you are serious about succeeding in business, you need to be in contact with the press on a regular basis. A little media exposure may be all you need to take your product or service to the next level…


Our Understanding of the Issues You Face

Envision has identified a number of specific needs that must be addressed in your efforts to improve the overall ROI on your marketing dollars. Managing a business in today’s economy is not an easy thing! The challenge is to figure out where to put your budget, which is unfortunately, limited. By utilizing our PR Submitter service, every business can profit from the following benefits:


Save Money
Sending press releases is one of the most cost effective ways to advertise! 
Save thousands of dollars compared to the cost of hiring a premium brand PR agency and get the exact same results! 

Save Time and Efforts
Stop losing an important amount of time trying to maintain your own accurate media list, and focus on your business's core activities. 
Accelerate the process of sending your press releases by using our ''do-it yourself'' 24/7 online service. 

Major Impact
With a small investment in press release distribution, it is possible for you to target a high number of critical media contacts that are susceptible to put your name in front of thousands of readers. 


RECOMMENDATION
Envision’s Solution Designed to Address Your Needs

Here under you will find Envision’s recommendation for using online press releases distribution services that will solve your specific problems and business challenge discussed in the preceding section.


PR Submitter

PR Submitter is an automated Online News Distribution service designed to give full control to media professionals regarding the kind of news they are willing to receive. When sending news releases, our customers need to precisely target the media professionals who are most likely to be interested in the topic of the release. This targeting tool puts us ahead from most of the competition! Thus, we ensure that media professionals are willing to receive our clients’ corporate communications because it’s always on a topic they care about. The chances our clients get published are incredibly high!

Envision Corporation distributes press releases via e-mail to thousands of journalists throughout the world. A recent study by eMarketer shows that over 47% of media professionnals are more likely to give attention to PR efforts made via e-mail. No doubt, our service is the best solution to increase your media coverage, at an affordable price.

Key Features

Rich Media Contacts Database
We created and regularly update our own database of more than 240,000 relevant media contacts, from anywhere in the world. 
All types of media are reachable (newspaper, radio, TV, magazine, portal, newsletter, etc). 
All contacts have subscribed to our news release service and we cherish a close relationship with our media contacts. 
Send a press release without being perceived as a ''spammer'' by the media professionals. 

Powerful Target Media List Builder
Targeting tool to allow you to communicate only to people interested by your press release. (Select your recipients by media type, category or location). 

Affordable Pricing
Flexible pricing in determined by the number of contacts targeted. 

Easy to Use & Efficient
Easy to use ''serve yourself'' online service. 
	Gives you access to your personal account history. 
	Allows you to save your personal preferences and target media lists for future utilization. 
	Guaranteed, instant or delayed distribution. 
	Available 24/7, 7 days a week by accessing our web site. 
	Each press release is sent individually, not grouped with other news headlines. 
	Secure online payment. 

Examples of Categories
Advertising & Marketing 
	Automotive 
	Arts & Entertainment 
	Biotech & Medical 

[COMPANY]’S INVESTMENT
Cost of the Solution Recommended by Envision

Cost information relative to the recommendation Envision is making to [COMPANY]:

Product
Price
PR Submitter (Automated Press Release Distribution)
Includes 6 Distribution with unlimited number of contacts

$4,995
* Price includes the 20% discount


Payment Terms

Amounts are invoiced and payable as follows:

a) First delivery; upon delivery.

b) Additional distribution; upon receipt of invoice.

Prices are subject to change without notice. Applicable taxes are not included. 


return on Investment
Value Analysis

Is an investment in services we are recommending a good business decision for? We have attempted to calculate the potential impact and ROI for your organization, based on our experience in the industry. In the following diagram, we show the potential of our solution to improve your business results. We are confident that our recommendation can substantially increase your revenues.


Impact of Media Coverage for a Typical SMB

This is an example of the impact resulting from an article in a prestigious periodical for the automotive industry. Obviously it will differ greatly depending on whether your company is B2C or B2B. Your pricing will also influence the ROI on PR Submitter’s service.


Estimated Potential Media Coverage
Total
3000 media contacts X 0.1% Penetration rate X Average media coverage (100,000)
300,000


PR Submitter Revenue Increases
Total
Free advertising to 300,000 potential clients X 0.01% Conversion rate X Average sale of $15,000 (new car) =
$450,000
TOTAL REVENUE INCREASE




Increasing Revenue

Using the preceding example, the table indicates that the PR Submitter system will pay for itself as soon as a media publishes you!. As the table shows, there is a significant potential for revenue enhancement. However, due to the unpredictable nature of the service – it is impossible to predict the media’s reaction –
we can’t offer any guaranty on the result, although it is quite evident it’s worth trying!



Why SELECT ENVISION?
Unique Value for [COMPANY]


Expertise & Stability

	Industry Recognition

Powerhouse Solution


High-level Standards

	Stability



Technology

	Performance

	Flexibility

	Expandability

	Reliability

	Options and Functionality



Customer Service

	First-class Service


	Support

	Client Input


Success stories
How Envision Has Helped Other Organizations


"You want to increase your visibility? No Problem! To reach your full market potential, you need to get your name in from of your customers on a recurrent basis. Since odds are that your best customers are reading specialized magazines, cultivating a good relationship with the media is proven to help you to get noticed."
         									  - Charles Lambert, M.B.A. 



"I used the PR Submitter service to announce our company's nomination in a prestigious contest. The result? Tens of phone calls from potential clients and journalists inquiring about our services!"
   			 	          - Stone deSouza, Marketing Manager, Optima Marketing


“As a result of a spin-off, I started a new company a few months ago. I was looking for a real push to kick-start my sales from the very beginning. Advertising and marketing are not really my strongest skills. Dealing with a limited budget, I wanted an affordable yet efficient solution to get a good exposure. I found PR Submitter… and the results keep surprising me even months later!

- Denis Hamel, President, HIS Inc

ABOUT ENVISION
Corporate History and Overview

Envision develops, markets, and supports avant-garde PC software and Internet applications, using the latest technologies to provide practical, user-friendly solutions for small and medium-sized businesses, home-office entrepreneurs, professionals, middle managers and executives. The company is a privately-owned corporation and is currently in the process of opening offices in different countries to better cover new emerging markets. The company's head office is located in Montreal, Canada.

Since 1994, the founders are meticulously following the development of the Internet. Back in 1998, well before the ".com" revolution, they started a company with the goal of analyzing and exploiting different Internet-related opportunities. In July 2000, operating under the name of CYBERNEX Technologies, and convinced that they had found a very promising approach to take a dominant position in the market, the founders focused their energies on a project that evolved to become Envision.

Today, Envision is established in market niches that hold a great potential to enhance how business is conducted. Our mission is to empower small and mid-size businesses with marketing communication services and business automation tools. Being an innovative and technology-savvy organization, we strive to help our clients reach their full market potential. Envision is continually working to improve existing products and services and to introduce new ones to satisfy SMB needs.


Our Mission

By providing an essential range of Smart Business Solutions, we aspire to be renowned for our capacity to assist our customers in becoming more competitive, in a world where businesses transact at an unprecedented speed. The Web's potential to engage a global and real-time market promises to define what will become the ground rules for commerce in the 21st century. Excited about what the future holds, we would like to lead our customers to the next level, one day at a time.


Our Business Model

Envision markets and supports its products through co-marketing agreements and strategic partnerships with online providers, resellers and marketing firms. In addition to our own expertise, we foster close ties to a select group of value-added resellers to provide clients with specialized knowledge and regional expertise.

PROCESS Steps
Key Steps to Moving Forward

After reviewing this document, the following process steps must be performed in order to finalize our working partnership. We have listed specific actions that, if taken, will move us closer to a successful implementation.


Next Steps for:

Analysis of Needs ……………………………………………………………………………….……..Completed

Proposal Analysis. …………………………………………………………………………………………Pending

Interview with Sales Personnel…………….….…………….……………………………………….……Pending


Next Steps for Envision:

Analysis of Needs …...……………………………………………………………………………….…Completed

Review of Current Proposal and Related Materials.....……………………………………………...Completed

Interview with Sales Personnel …………………………………………………………………………...Pending


